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Single Laser 
Powers Record 
Data-Transfer 
Rate Over Fiber

R esearchers led by Wolfgang Freude, 
David Hillenkuss and Juerg Leu-

thold of the Karlsruhe Institute of Tech-
nology (Germany) achieved a transfer rate 
of 26 Tbits/s over 50 km of single-mode 
fi ber by using a multiplexing technique 
borrowed from wireless communications 
(Nature Photon. 5, 364).

In the technique, known as orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing, or 
OFDM, the data sidebands overlap each 
other, according to Freude. Single-band-
pass fi lters cannot decode these mixed 
streams, but optical Fourier transform 
processing can.

One way of sending hundreds of 
data streams down a fi ber would require 
hundreds of separate lasers, which would 
draw several kilowatts of electrical power 
and several more kilowatts just for 
cooling. One recent data-transfer “hero 
experiment” used 370 lasers, but Freude 
said that type of transmission is hardly 
aff ordable for practical use, especially 
as global telecommunications provid-
ers become more concerned about their 
energy consumption.

Instead, the European researchers 
used the beam from a single mode-locked 
laser to generate a 320-line frequency 
comb and then processed the separated 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology researchers involved 
in the OFDM project include (from left) David Hillenkuss, 

Wolfgang Freude, Christian Koos and Juerg Leuthold, head 
of KIT’s Institute of Photonics and Quantum Electronics.

frequencies into OFDM subchannels. 
At the other end, a fast Fourier trans-
form setup separated the signals. Freude 

KIT Institute of Photonics and Quantum Electronics

Broadband Terahertz Cloaking at CLEO:2011

S cientists from two U.S. universities 
have created a three-dimensional 

terahertz-spectrum “invisibility cloak” 
that hides a bump from a wide range of 
radiation frequencies.

Th e six-member group, led by Cheng 
Sun of Northwestern University, 
reported its results at the CLEO:2011 
conference in Baltimore (U.S.A.). Th ree 

estimated that the experiment consumed 
less than half a kilowatt.

Th e team performed the experiment 
at 10.1 Tbits/s before tweaking the 
frequency comb and other components 
for the 26-Tbits/s run. Several of the 
Karlsruhe researchers published the 
theoretical background for their experi-
ments in Optics Express last year.

Although the researchers aimed their 
work primarily at the long-haul com-
munications regime, Freude said the 
technique could be reimagined for rack-
to-rack or even chip-to-chip data transfer. 
One potential next step would be to 
integrate an optical fast Fourier transform 
processor onto a silicon-photonics chip 
that could be mass-produced. Of course, 
the research group will also try to increase 
the number of data subchannels that can 
travel down a fi ber. “Spectral space is a 
very precious resource,” Freude said. 

—Patricia Daukantas

of the researchers are from Oklahoma 
State University.

Th e terahertz cloak is reminiscent 
of the “carpet bump” cloak devised 
in the near-infrared region by a Ger-
man team (see OPN, June 2010, p. 7).
From a distance, the device looks 
almost like a polymer resin near-cube 
cut in half diagonally.

Conceptual 
image of OFDM 
data stream 
down a single-
mode fi ber.

David Hillenkuss, KIT Institute of Photonics 
and Quantum Electronics

Sun and his colleagues used a 
technique called “projection micro-
stereolithography” to fabricate a vary-
ing array of holes through the resin 
block. Th e size of the holes changes 
around the negative “bump” on the 
bottom side of the block, so that the 
refractive index of the cloak increases 
in the vicinity of the bump.
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Northwestern University and Oklahoma State University

(Left) Terahertz cloaking structure (8.5 x 4.4 mm) made by researchers from Northwestern 
University and Oklahoma State University. Objects placed beneath the shallow concave 
“bump” in the middle of the bottom surface are rendered invisible. (Right) Micrograph of 
the bump region of the terahertz cloaking structure. The size variations in the holes, which 
extend through the entire structure, are a key feature that guides light around the bump, 
beneath which objects become invisible. The view is about 2 mm square.
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A Solid Performance.

Motion tracking assembly modeled
using only composite solids.

The researchers coated the side 
containing the bump with a 200-nm-
thick layer of gold to provide a reflecting 
surface. Then they shone broadband 
terahertz radiation into the block at 
an incident angle of 45 degrees 
with respect to the reflect-
ing surface. Underneath the 
bump, they placed a block of 
pressed lactose powder, which 
has a strong absorption feature 
at 0.53 THz. They performed 
similar tests with a flat reflecting surface, 
a chunk of lactose covered by a non-
cloaking reflecting surface and a bare 
chunk of lactose.

Imaging of the reflected terahertz 
light showed that the cloaked block of 
lactose showed the same spectroscopic 
signature as the flat reflecting surface—
no scattering or absorption of the rays. 
According to the researchers, the result 
demonstrates that the cloak has hidden 

both the geometrical and spectroscopic 
signatures of the concealed material.

Previous cloaking studies have focused 
on the microwave and optical regions of 
the spectrum, leaving a gap at terahertz 

frequencies—a spectroscopically inter-
esting band that researchers have been 
studying intensely for potential security 
and industrial applications. 

— Patricia Daukantas
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Duke University

Detecting Skin 
Cancer in Place

Imaging meth-
ods differenti-
ate chemicals in 
living human skin. 
This false-color 
composite of near-
IR pump-probe 
(blue and red) and 
second harmonic 
generation (green) 
imaging highlights 
hemoglobin and 
dermal collagen. 

A multiphoton imaging technique 
called pump-probe spectroscopy 

can distinguish melanoma from benign 
lesions, thus providing pathologists 
with more information to determine 
whether tissue is cancerous. During 
the CLEO postdeadline papers session, 
Jesse W. Wilson of Duke University 
(U.S.A.) described how pump-probe 
imaging of melanin with near-infrared 
pulses allowed the researchers to image 
a developing melanoma that was still 
in place (CLEO Conference PDPB5, 
“Pump-Probe Melanoma Imaging: 
Applications to High-Resolution and 
In-Vivo Microscopy”).

More than 114,000 cases of mela-
noma were diagnosed in 2010, accord-
ing to the American Cancer Society. 
Although the cancer can be deadly, it 
is also treatable when it is caught in the 
early stages. But diagnosis is tough: Just 
looking at discolored skin isn’t suffi-
cient to determine whether it is cancer-
ous, so a doctor performs a biopsy; this 
involves removing a bit of tissue, fixing 
it and examining it under a microscope. 
Even then, doctors often disagree about 
the diagnosis. 

nonlinear imaging techniques, includ-
ing multiphoton autofluorescence and 
second harmonic generation.

Wilson says, “Recently, we’ve been 
focusing our efforts on adapting our 
technique for in vivo imaging, to see if 
we can access this same chemical contrast 
without having to cut out a biopsy.” They 
found that the pump-probe technique 
works on living tissue, showing the differ-
ent types of melanin in a living tumor. 

If the method can be developed 
further, it could lead to faster and more 
accurate screening via noninvasive opti-
cal biopsies.

—Yvonne Carts-Powell

The researchers in Warren S. War-
ren’s lab at Duke have already found that 
melanoma and benign moles contain 
different ratios of two types of the 
skin pigment melanin, although they 
continue to study how pigmentation 
changes correlate to malignancy. Because 
they respond differently to the pump-
probe measurements, the method allows 
them to highlight the chemical contrast 
between the two melanin pigments. 

Earlier this year, they reported that 
using the method on excised tissue 
samples provided pathologists with 
more information. And they have been 
researching using the method with other 

Graphene Oxide: Oxidation Increases Transparency

E lectrical switching can control the 
optical transparency of thin films of 

graphene oxide, according to research-
ers in Aykutlu Dana’s group at Bilkent 
University in Turkey (O.O. Ekiz et al., 
ACS Nano, doi: 10.1021/nn1014215). This 
technique could possibly be used to create 
bistable displays for electronic paper or to 
tune ultrafast optoelectronic devices. 

Graphene, the single-atom-thick 
material formed by a planar honeycomb 
of carbon atoms, shows promise for 
many electrical and optical devices, and 
methods of mechanically and chemically 
altering the material to obtain desirable 
properties are a hot topic for research. 

Graphene is an excellent conductor with 
a zero-energy bandgap. Graphene oxide, 
however, is an insulator with a large 
effective band gap. 

The group grew multilayer graphene 
oxide films about 30-60 nm thick on 
Pd/Au contacts on a glass substrate. 
The contacts were separated by roughly 
half a millimeter. When they created 
a 2.5 V difference between the two 
contacts, the film near the positive con-
tact oxidized and the negative contact 
reduced (deoxygenated). The oxidized 
film was semitransparent. (A YouTube 
video shows the film near the negative 
contact becoming opaque when a voltage 

is applied: www.youtube.com/user/
hguner1#p/u/0/ANkhzYyoZjY.)

The changes in oxygenation—and 
thus transparency—are reversible. 
When they were driven slowly, over 
seconds, the films remained intact. 
However, when the changes occurred 
quickly, the films became damaged. If 
the researchers can improve the repeat-
ability and controllability of the electro-
chemical changes, the material could be 
used for low-energy displays, memory or 
other optoelectronic devices.

The researchers believe that, when the 
film is reduced, graphene quantum dots 
and channels appear, creating a network 
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Yvonne Carts-Powell (yvonne@nasw.org) are 
freelance science writers who specialize in 
optics and photonics.

of more conductive areas, until these 
areas form a sort of nanoscale mesh. 
Th e mesh size depends on the degree of 
reduction. Th e amount of oxygen in the 
material can be monitored by measuring 
the electrical resistance in the fi lm. Th is 
suggests that researchers should take into 
account the nanoscale chemical changes, 
and not merely the electronic changes, 
when making optoelectronic devices 
with modifi ed graphene.

Th e material could also be used for 
ultrafast photonic devices. In another 
recent paper by the group and researchers 
at Ankara University, they demonstrated 
that they could electrically and optically 
tune the optical response of the fi lms 
(Ulas Kurum et al., Appl. Phys. Lett., 
doi:10.1063/1.3573797). Th ey found that 
the optical properties can be manipu-
lated by the electrical bias, as well as 
chemical changes made by femtosecond 

Bilkent University
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pulses of light. Graphene exhibits wide-
band nonlinear saturable absorption, 
while a diff erent mechanism occurs in 
electrically biased graphene oxide. Th ey 
can change the type of absorption in the 

ultrafast optical response using either 
electrically driven chemical changes or 
by modifying the wavelength

—Yvonne Carts-Powell 

These Bilkent University researchers are 
characterizing the optical response of 

biased graphene oxide fi lms. From left: 
Okan Oner Ekiz, Aykutlu Dana, Bulend 
Ortac, Mustafa Urel and Hasan Guner.


